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Howmany Peiyuan Pills can be produced from this batch of medicinal materials, and what quality each
Peiyuan Pill can achieve depends largely on the quality of this step.

Charlie felt that at this time, he was like a jade carver who had just started his career. He was supposed
to use the most common materials to practice his hands, but had to directly start with a piece of
priceless imperial green material, nervous and excited.

At this time, all the medicinal essences were gathered together carefully by him.

Unlike the situation in the past when refining pills, when Charlie gathered the essence of all the
medicinal materials this time, all the medicinal materials immediately began to have a strong drug
reaction.

Charlie felt that the essence of these medicines was like a big pot of boiling water. Not only the
reaction was very lively and violent, but also a lot of spiritual energy was leaked out by tumbling.

Immediately afterwards, the whole room was filled with rich spiritual energy.

This sudden change caught Charlie by surprise.

Because just when he tempered the essence of every medicinal material, he didn’t directly feel the
existence of aura from the essence of medicinal material.

But what I never expected was that so many essences of medicinal materials gathered together.
Immediately gave birth to a strong aura.

And the richness of this spiritual energy far exceeds the spiritual stone that Charlie had obtained by
chance before!

While Charlie greedily absorbed the spiritual energy in the room, he went all out to mix the essence of
the medicinal materials according to the requirements of Pei Yuan Dan, let them react little by little,
and gradually condense into a pill.

When the pill gradually condensed to form a little outline, Charlie suddenly felt that the rich spiritual
energy contained in these pill began to rotate very regularly.

As the speed of rotation becomes faster and faster, the aura in it becomes more and more condensed
and denser.

Immediately after that, the spiritual energy that was still full of the room just now was suddenly
sucked back by the continuously rotating vortex.

After the whirlpool sucked all the spiritual energy in the room back, the abnormal change suddenly
occurred!

That powerful spiritual energy vortex, unexpectedly began to quickly collapse toward the center!



The essence of medicinal materials, which originally weighed at least 20 or 30 kilograms, quickly began
to collapse from a vortex with a diameter of more than 20 centimeters into a sphere the size of a
ping-pong ball and only about four centimeters in diameter.

According to the volume formula of the circle, it can be concluded that the diameter is reduced by five
times, and the volume is reduced by five times to the third cube, which is exactly one hundred and
twenty-five times smaller!

At this time. Charlie felt that the drug essence after the collapse seemed to have reached its limit!

And its rotation speed is already very fast, as the rotation speed increases, the temperature in it is
getting higher and higher.

After a while, the rapidly rotating medicinal essence suddenly stopped turning violently without any
warning.

Immediately after that, that lump of essence was thrown away by huge centrifugal force in an instant.

With a loud noise like two kicks ignited on the ground, the essence of the medicine that was originally
the size of a ping-pong ball turned into more than 20 round and bright pills with a diameter of about
1.5 centimeters!

Dan is done!

Charlie was shocked by the sight in front of him, the medicine essence that was spinning at high speed
just now. As if there were two hands driving it in the dark, it could be so perfectly divided into more
than twenty round pills of the same size.

He hurriedly gathered these pills and counted them, exactly twenty-five.

Each pill is not only the same size, but also shows a perfect round shape, and there is no difference in
color, as if it were produced completely in accordance with extremely accurate industrial standards.

Moreover, this pill had a very strong aura just now, but after the pill became the pill, there was no aura
leaking out of the pill itself. It’s as if these pills have no aura at all.

Charlie even felt a little untrue, and even wondered in his heart whether he had made a mistake, so
that there was something wrong with the refined pill and did not refine the pill for cultivation.

Otherwise, with so many medicinal pills piled up in front of you, why can’t you feel any spiritual
energy?
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